
Welcome



A Neighbourhood Plan for 
Stratford St Mary?

What we need to know 
to help us decide



What is a neighbourhood plan?
• An expression of the vision that a community has 

for its future 

• A document that sets out planning policies for 
the neighbourhood area – planning policies are 
used in making decisions on whether to approve 
planning applications

• Written by the local community, the people who 
know and love the area, rather than the Local 
Planning Authority

• A powerful tool that if properly prepared, will 
ensure the community gets the right types of 
development, in the right places.



Planning and where the 
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Its not just about building houses
• Its about land use in the selected neighbourhood 

in relation to:
• environmental quality

• settlement character

• housing

• work

• education

• shopping

• recreation

– eating

– drinking

– sport

– entertainment

• transport



Not a way of stopping growth

• Our neighbourhood plan will have to comply 
with:

– National legislation (planning and other)

– National planning policies

– The local plan (core strategy)

• Can help to inform, direct and shape future 
development but cannot prevent it



Led by Town or Parish Council

• For areas where there is a town or parish council, 
that council is expected to lead the development 
of the plan (there is an alternative mechanism for 
where there is not).

• However cannot be undertaken by the Parish 
Council alone.

• Essential that the council be supported by a 
representative local group (the Steering Group).

• The Steering Group will rely on input from ‘Topic 
Groups’ to undertake local enquiry and research 
on particular subjects.

• Demonstration of local engagement is essential



Subject area has to be approved

• As a very early step, the proposed plan area 
has to be approved by the local planning 
authority (Babergh).

• Within our administrative boundary

• But can be all or part of it

• Alternatively we could link with a 
neighbouring Parish and define an area jointly.



The entire parish



The settlement area



Need to include evidence in respect of 
issues addressed:

Relevant Issues Description

Demographic Who lives in the neighbourhood  with consideration 
of current trends?

Socio-economic Who works in the neighbourhood, where and at 
what?

Area characteristics Heritage, character, landscape, wildlife  

Environmental issues Flooding, air quality, renewable energy

Housing Type, tenure, condition, need

Infrastructure Access to health services, commerce/ business, 
entertainment 

Transport Public and private, including safety and parking 
issues

Available land Availability of potential development sites (for  all 
the above)

Objectives How we want to be, what we want to happen in 
the future.



Subject to examination/ approval

Submitted to scrutiny by an examiner who will:

check that it meets the basic requirements

• conformity with EU and National Law

• conformity with NPPF and local policy

• contributes to sustainable development

Recommends whether to submit to referendum 
and who should be invited to vote.



Subject to local referendum

• The completed plan will be submitted to a 
local vote (referendum)

• Can include voters from a wider area than that 
covered by the designated neighbourhood

• Plans achieving more than 50% approval vote 
are termed, ‘made’

• 50% of those who actually vote not of the total 
area population



Support Available

• Grant Funding

• All groups undertaking a neighbourhood plan 
are eligible to apply for up to £9,000 basic 
grant funding.

• Groups meeting certain additional criteria can 
apply for additional grant funding of up to 
£8,000

https://neighbourhoodplanning.org/about/grant-funding/#additionalgrant
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Thank you for your 
attention

Questions?


